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Hi! I am Jun Kim.

I’m in the fourth grade

and I’m the owner of Square Store.

Do you find that hard to believe?

Then look at this newspaper.

The boy in the picture is me.



When I had a pencil and paper, 

I was never bored.

I looked at my favorite cartoons on TV

and then I would draw the characters.

At first my drawings were not so good,

but after a while they became better.

Soon I was drawing my own cartoon 

characters.

As a child, Jun Kim, age 10, 

liked to draw cartoons



I told my friends stories about the characters

I had created. I said, “This is Cat Robot

who helps children. Today the evil Bully

is trying to frighten the children.

For Cat Robot to have power,

he needs to put in the Tiger Mask.

When he wears it, he becomes Tiger Cat.

Watch out, Bully! Tiger Cat is coming!



At first, Mom and Dad liked my cartoons.

But when I kept drawing, 

they became worried. They would say, 

“Jun, what about your homework?”

“Jun, hurry up, you’ll be late for school!”

“Jun, working in poor light, 

is bad for your eyes.”

Jun’s parents worried about

their son. 



One day, my uncle visited my family

and saw my cartoons. 

“These are great, Jun! 

Do you want to put them on a T-shirt?”

Uncle took a piece of carbon paper

and put it on a white T-shirt,

then he put my drawing on top

and copied it onto the shirt.

He gave me some special paint

to color my cartoon character.

It was a paint that doesn’t wash off.

We ironed the shirt to set the paint

and the job was done.

But then his uncle 

saw his cartoons.



My friends said, “Hey, Jun! Isn’t that Tiger Cat?

That looks really cool! Will you make me one too?”

My friends brought T-shirts and I drew a picture on each. 

Soon they all had a special T-shirt.

When people found out about the cartoon T-shirts,

kids from other classes and even other schools

wanted me to make T-shirts for them.

I was very happy but I was also worried

because I needed a lot of paint and time.



Uncle said, “Why don’t you sell your T-shirts?”

“Where?” I asked him. “We can’t open a store.”

“We can open one with very little money, Jun.

We can make an Internet shopping site.

Internet is a worldwide network of computers

you can use to give and receive information.

With the Internet, you can create a store

that is invisible and needs no workers.

Isn’t that amazing?”

Thanks to Internet technology, 

the young Jun Kim could get access

to unlimited opportunities.

The Internet, which connects computers far apart, now has online shopping

malls. Without going to a real shop, you can order things from your computer.



After that, my uncle and I got really busy.

My uncle made a homepage for my shop.

The homepage is the first thing you see

when you visit my online shop.

Uncle said, “To make a homepage,

you need an account and a domain.

The account is like land to build a shop.

The domain is the shop address.”

I named my shop ‘Square Store’

since my computer is square.



For my Square Store, Dad also gave a hand.

He sent my cartoon hero designs to a shirt factory

so I didn’t have to paint every shirt myself.

When the factory sent the finished shirts,

my friends became models and wore them,

I took photos with my digital camera

and my uncle put them on the homepage.



Uncle said, “Hey, Jun! What price 

do you want to put on these shirts?”

This was too hard for me to decide.

I discussed it with my family.

We worked out the cost of the shirts,

the cost of delivery from the factory

and delivery to the customer,

the cost of keeping Square Store,

and just a little profit.

I wanted to sell the shirts cheaply

because my customers were kids like me.

My uncle installed a program

so people could easily pay.

Now everything was ready! 

Buying things on the Internet is called e-commerce. 

When you buy something you need a credit card or a bank account, 

and you need a special security program on your computer.



When Square Store first opened, all my family 

gathered in front of the computer,

and we waited with our hearts beating fast.

Then – BEEP! The sound of the first order!

We all shouted and cheered.

No one will forget the eventful day

when Jun Kim’s Square Store opened.



The first customer at Square Store

bought a Green Fighter T-shirt.

Who could that be? I wondered.

Was it a kid who liked cartoons?

Or a parent buying a present for a kid?



I packed the T-shirt nicely,

putting a letter about Green Fighter inside.

I took it to the delivery company.

“Please deliver this safely.

It is a precious thing, so be careful.”

Green Fighter is a warrior who guards the Earth.

He hates trash, disposable things and pollution.

Let us all help Green Fighter make the Earth clean!

Jun Kim, Owner of Square Store



That is how I, Jun Kim,

a kid who liked drawing cartoons,

became the owner of a shop.

Now, one year later, I’m trying something new.

I want to make an Internet animated cartoon

with my cartoon heroes. I think I can do it.

Nothing is impossible when you have a dream.

Start with something you like doing,

and then try like me. *Click! Click!

*Click means to press the mouse button of the computer.

Jun is now trying toachieve a new   dream.



South Korea is located on the Korean peninsula, to the northeast of Asia. It has

the sea to the east, west and south, and various big and small islands. It faces

China and Russia over the Yalu River and Tumen River.

IT Power IT means Information Technology. It is all kinds of technology used

to create, store and exchange various data such as photos, audios and movies.

The Internet which connects computers is basic to the IT industry. According

to statistics in 2007, South Korea is number one in the world for households

with high-speed Internet service.

South Korean Economy South Korea has little natural resources and land, 

so it tries to build industries based on people

and technology. Since 1980, South Korea

has been exporting machinery, ships, 

electronics and automobiles around the

world.

Job in the IT Environment Societies are becoming highly connected, and jobs related

to them are becoming more popular. Computer network setup and management, 

webmasters who make and run homepages, computer programmers and Internet

shopping mall owners, are good examples.

Jun’s Homeland:SOUTH KOREA

What is a super-high information network? 

What are its advantages?

What does life in the information age, look like?

What should we do for proper use of the Internet?

Let's Think

Area: 99,538 km2

Capital: Seoul

Major Language: Korean ▼Video conference using the Internet
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South Korea

China

West Sea 

East Sea

Japan

Pacific Ocean



The Future of the Information Society

What will our lives be like in the information society? Our school life

will be changed first. In the future we won’t have books with paper.

We will use computers on desks, or portable notebooks, to get 

textbooks, homework and tests from the Internet. Instead of borrowing

books from the library, we will receive them on the Internet. If we

have a question, we can ask teachers through the Internet.

Netiquette – the Etiquette of the Internet

Netiquette is a term that puts Internet and etiquette together. It refers

to good manners that Internet users should abide by. First, when you

write, try to use proper grammar and punctuation instead of Internet

slang. Second, don’t post false information on the Internet. Third,

don’t download or share illegal programs. Fourth, don’t use other

people’s private information. Fifth, don’t stay on the Internet for too

long. 

Internet, the Sea of Information

Internet is a network of computers that people use to share information

all around the world. Information includes documents, photos, videos

and audios. High-speed networks were developed to send information

faster. It is much faster than the telephone, so it is called the ‘information

highway.’

Advantages of the Information Society

First, online communities are formed, for people to share interests and

information. Second, life becomes more convenient because, through the

Internet, we can connect from home to banks, government offices, ticketing

offices, and receive services. Third, we can get information about many

things very quickly. Even in farms, fishing villages and mountainous

areas, information can be accessed easily.

What is E-commerce?

E-commerce refers to buying and selling products over the Internet. The seller makes

a homepage. This is the first page you see when you visit an Internet website, and it

explains about the products and the system for payment and delivery. The buyer goes

to the homepage and makes the order. The good thing is you can save a lot of time,

and you can buy anywhere if you have a computer with internet access. The bad thing

is that you can’t see the product before buying it.

▲Policemen stopping Internet crime

Let's Talk

Let’s find out about various Internet sites!

1. What does our government Internet website look like? 

Let’s visit it.

2. What does our city website look like? 

Let’s visit the homepage.

3. Does our school have a homepage?

4. Let’s visit the Internet shopping mall sites our parents visit.

With our parents, let’s try buying something online so we     

know what e-commerce is like.

▲Internet can be used anywhere
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▲Homepage of a publisher
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